INTRODUCTION	and
population of England and Wales swelled from 225712,266 at
the 1871 census to 36,070,492 at the 1911 census (an increase not
far short of 60 per cent, in forty years), it followed that the
country's inability to feed itself was sensationally enhanced. To
a degree never matched elsewhere in human records on any
similar scale, the English became dependent for their daily
bread and meat upon sea-borne imports, which could only be
purchased by the export of industrial goods or services.
But, fourthly, it was during these same years that English
manufacturing industry, for the first time since the advent of the
Industrial Revolution, began to find its export trade seriously
threatened by foreign competition. The causes and character
of this development will be discussed later; we must be content
here to note its novelty. In the fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth,
and eighteenth centuries English exporters had, of course, had
rivals abroad. But the objects of foreign trade were then very
different. It was rather a luxury than a necessity; a mere fringe
on the life of a self-supporting nation. And when after the
Industrial Revolution our exports began to be our livelihood, for
several generations no foreigners could compete with us on level
terms. Trade had its cycles of good and bad; but where we failed
to sell it was because our customers abroad lacked purchasing
power, not because other nations had supplanted us in their
custom. This continued even for a few years after 1870; but then
the process of supplanting set in. The United States started pro-
ducing goods in many lines where hitherto she had bought ours.
Country after country in western Europe launched into manu-
facturing for the world at large. Germany, in particular, multi-
plied mammoth industrial cities, with soaring birth-rates and
mushroom populations, needing export markets to live on no less
than we. Foreign trade came thus to wear, as it never had before
in history, the aspect of a struggle for existence between rival
manufacturing nations; among whom densely populated Eng-
land ran bigger risks than any other, while no longer enjoying
any monopolist lead.
Lastly, this period supplied part of the foundations and most of
the superstructure to the British Empire as we now know it* For
India alone it was by comparison uneventful. Canada had
formed a federal nucleus in 1867, but more than half of her
habitable area and six out of her ten provinces were added or
constituted from 1870 onwards. Australia was federated in 1900;

